This paper proposes a quality-fair video delivery system able to transmit several encoded video streams to mobile users sharing some wireless resource. Video quality fairness, as well as similar delivery delay is targeted among streams. The proposed control system is implemented within some aggregator located near the bottleneck of the network. This is done by allocating the transmission rate among streams based on the quality of the already encoded and buffered packets in the aggregator. Encoding rate targets are evaluated by the aggregator and fed back to each remote video server, or directly evaluated by each server in a distributed way. Each encoding rate target is adjusted for each stream independently based on the corresponding buffering delay in the aggregator.
INTRODUCTION
Traffic corresponding to compressed videos is increasing rapidly, especially to mobile users, which are consuming more and more video-on-demand or mobile TV broadcast services. This trend is likely to continue in the coming years [1] . Streaming or broadcasting videos to several users sharing a bandlimited wireless channel with time-varying characteristics is still a challenging task. The demand for better video quality with limited transmission delays are the main problems to be addressed.
Increasing the rate at which videos are encoded improves their quality, but the price to be paid is an increased congestion at the bottleneck of the network, usually lying at the interface of the wired and wireless part, when considering video delivery to mobile users. To maximize the overall quality of the delivered video streams, it is thus preferable, instead of equally dividing the available resource, e.g., bandwidth or transmission rate, among streams or among users, to have resource allocation and video server control algorithms achieving a fair video quality among streams to deliver streams with comparable (objective or subjective) quality and delivery delay.
This paper proposes a quality-fair video transmission system able to deliver several encoded streams to mobile users over some bottleneck link. Typical application contexts are mobile broadcast or parallel unicast of video contents to users connected to some base station. Video encoding rate adaptation and wireless resource allocation are performed jointly within some Media Aware Network Element (MANE) using feedback control loops. The aim is to provide users with encoded videos of similar quality and with controlled delivery delay, without exchanging information between remotely located video servers.
Related works
When controlling the multiple video streams, their ratedistortion (R-D) trade-off may be adjusted by selectively discarding frames as in [2, 3] or via an adjustment of the encoding parameters [4, 5] . With scalable video encoders, such as H.264/SVC, the R-D trade-off may be adjusted via packet filtering [6, 7] . In this case, the number of transmitted enhancement layers for each frame is the control parameter.
Video quality fairness among encoded streams may be obtained by sharing quality information, or R-D characteristics via a central controller providing to each server quality or rate targets [8, 9] . This technique enables the encoders to adjust their rate or to drop frames depending on the complexity of the videos and on the available transmission rate.
Control-theoretic approaches to address the video streaming rate control problem have been considered, e.g., in [10, 11, 12, 13] , and [14] . In [10] , a real-time rate control based on a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller is proposed for a single video stream. The main idea is to determine the encoding rate per frame based on the buffer level to maximize video quality and minimize quality variations over frames. In [11] , a flow control mechanism with active queue management and a proportional controller is considered. A flow control is used to reduce the buffer size and avoid buffer overflow and underflow. Stability issues are addressed to show that the flow control mechanism is stable for small buffer sizes and non-negligible round-trip times. In [12] , the rate allocation algorithm, performed at the Group of Picture (GoP) level, is in charge of determining the transmission rate from the buffers and a playback adjustment mechanism. A Proportional Integral (PI) controller is adopted at the receiver to maximize the visual quality according to the overall loss and the receiver buffer occupancy.
Later, in [15] , a rate control that uses different bit allocation strategies for intra and inter frames is introduced. A PID controller is adopted to minimize the deviation between the target buffer level and the current buffer fullness. However, buffer management is performed at the bit level and delivery delay is not considered. Moreover, [10, 11, 12, 15] address single flow transmission.
For multi-video streaming, in [16] , a distributed utility max-min flow control in the presence of round-trip delays is proposed. The distributed link algorithm attains utility max-min bandwidth sharing while controlling link buffer occupancy to a target value at the cost of link under utilization using a PID controller. Stability analysis in case of a single bottleneck and a homogeneous delay is conducted.
In [8] , a content-aware distortion-fair video delivery scheme is proposed to deliver video streams based on the characteristics of video frames. It provides a max-min distortion fair resource sharing among streams. The system uses temporal prediction structure of the video sequences with a frame drop distortion metric based on the frame importance to guide resource allocation. This scheme is for stored video, where the side information of the number of bits and importance of the frames is assumed calculated in advance.
A proportional controller is considered in [13] to stabilize the received video quality as well as the bottleneck link queue for both homogeneous and heterogeneous video systems. A PI controller is considered in [14] . Robustness and stability properties are studied. In [13] and [14] , a centralized rate control exploits the rate and distortion characteristics of the transmitted video streams to determine the encoding rate for the next frames of each session.
The problem of remotely implemented control law is also considered in [17] leading to the problem of stabilizing an open-loop unstable system with time-varying delay. The problem of remote stabilization via communication networks is considered with an explicit use of the average network dynamics and an estimation of the average delay dynamics in the control law. The control law does not address video transmission issues, so no quality constraint on the transmitted data is considered.
The commercial product described in [18, 19] propose statistical multiplexing systems enabling encoders to adapt their outputs to the available channel rate. Connecting encoders and multiplexers via a switched IP network allows collocated as well as distributed encoders to be part of the multiplexing system. Nevertheless, in these solutions, the rate control process is centralized and quality fairness constraints between programs appear not to be considered among the video quality constraints.
Main contributions
In this paper, we propose a partially distributed control system to perform jointly (i) encoding rate control of spatially spread video servers without requiring exchange of information between them and (ii) transmission rate control of the encoded streams through some bottelneck link. A MANE, located near the bottelneck link contains dedicated buffers fed by the remote servers. It performs a centralized transmission rate control for each encoded video stream, adjusting the draining rate of each buffer. For that purpose, it uses quality information of the encoded videos to favor programs with lower quality. Dedicated encoding rate controllers observe the buffering delay discrepancy with respect to some reference to adjust the encoding rates. In a fully centralized solution, the MANE is then in charge of sending the encoding rate target to each video server. In a partly distributed solution, only the individual delay discrepancies are transmitted to the servers, which are then in charge of computing their encoding rate target. The proposed multiinput, multi-output (MIMO) closed-loop feedback control system has to regulate the buffering delay and to provide quality fairness between video streams. For that purpose, the feedback loops involve PI controllers which stability is studied. Quality fairness constraint among streams results in a coupling of the state equation related to each stream. The stability analysis of the coupled state equations is a challenging task which was not performed previously.
Section 2 describes the considered system and the constraints that have to be satisfied. The proposed solution is described in Section 3. A discrete-time state-space representation of the MIMO system is provided, emphasizing the coupling induced by the fairness constraint among video streams. The equilibrium and stability analysis are performed in Section 4. This provides some insight on the way the various PI controllers should be tuned. Then, a typical application context is described in Section 5. Finally, experimental results are detailed in Section 6, showing that the proposed control system allows transmitting several video programs in parallel with comparable video quality and similar buffer delay.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Consider a communication system in which N encoded video streams provided by remote servers arrive to some network bottelneck where they have to share a communication channel providing a transmission rate R c , see Figure 1 . Encoded Video Units (VUs) representing a single picture or a Group of Pictures (GoP) are provided by the servers. All VUs are assumed to be of the same duration T and the frame rate F = 1/T is assumed constant over time and identical for all streams. At time index j, all servers encode, transcode, or layer filter (in case of scalable video streams) the j-th VU.
We assume that a Media Aware Network Element (MANE) is located close to the bottelneck of the network, see transmission rate R c among video streams in such a way that they are delivered with similar reconstruction quality (objective or subjective), and with similar delivery delay, to get a quality-fair video delivery system.
For that purpose, encoded and packetized VUs are temporarily stored in dedicated buffers in the MANE. Moreover, two feedback loops are considered to control the encoding and transmission rate of each stream, see Figure 2 . In a fully centralized version, each individual encoding rate target is evaluated in the MANE and fed back to each server as shown in Figure 1 . In a partly decentralized version, each encoding rate is evaluated by the remote video servers. In both cases, the transmission rates evaluated in a centralized way within the MANE determine the draining of the buffers in the MANE. This control is performed at discrete time instants, with a period T equal to the duration of a VU.
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Figure 2: Feedback control loops in the proposed quality-fair video delivery system.
A utility U providing information on the video quality (PSNR, SSIM, or any other video quality metrics [20] ) of the buffered video packets is assumed to be available to the MANE. The feedback loops have to be designed to minimize the discrepancy between the instantaneous utility of each video stream, and to adjust the buffering delay in the MANE around some reference delay τ 0.
In the proposed solution, the utilities are assumed to be stored in the headers of packets containing the encoded VUs. The MANE evaluates the average utility and allocates more transmission rate to programs with a utility below average.
The buffers of these programs are likely to drain faster than those with utility above average. This control, done within the MANE, is thus centralized.
The discrepancy of each buffering delay with respect to τ 0 is processed by a dedicated encoding rate (transcoding rate or layer filtering) controller for each video stream. The encoding rate target for the next VU of each video stream is then evaluated to regulate the buffering delay around τ 0 to prevent buffer over or underflow. The encoding rate may be evaluated at the MANE, in which case, the control is fully centralized. Here, the video encoders/servers receive only the target bit rate sent by the MANE. Alternatively, the encoding rate may be evaluated in a decentralized way at each video encoder/server. For that purpose, the MANE only feeds back to each server the buffering delay discrepancy. The latter solution requires all video encoders/servers to host individually an encoding rate controller, which is mainly possible for managed video servers. Here, the encoding rate target is evaluated within the MANE, but the encoding parameters are evaluated in a distributed way by each server [21] .
The interaction of both control loops allow to get a qualityfair video delivery. Videos with a quality below average have a buffer in the MANE that is drained faster, and thus is likely to be below τ 0. Their encoding rate target is then increased to increase their quality. In what follows, the stability of both control loops is studied.
STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION
The stability analysis of the control loops requires a statespace representation of the system introduced in Section 2. Several additional hypotheses are needed to get a tractable representation.
Hypotheses
In what follows, a VU represents a GoP. All encoded VUs processed by the video servers during the (j − 1)-th time slot [(j − 1)T, jT ) are assumed to have reached the MANE during the j-th time slot [jT, (j + 1) T ). This hypothesis allows to take into account some program-dependent and time-varying transmission delays between the servers and the MANE, as long as these delays are less than T . Moreover, due to these delays, for the transmission rate control during the j-th time slot, the MANE is assumed to have only access to the utility U i(j − 1) of the (j − 1)-th encoded VUs. This utilities are assumed to be stored in encoded packet headers.
Feedback delays between the MANE and the video servers are neglected. This is reasonable when the MANE only feeds back signalization to carry, encoding rate targets or buffering delay discrepancies to the servers. Provided that the network is not too congested, this takes tens of milliseconds, which is negligible compared to the duration of VUs when they represent GoPs. Thus, the encoding rate R e i (j) evaluated from the buffering delay discrepancy at the beginning of the j-th time slot for the i-th video stream is assumed available without delay at the i-th remote video server to encode the j-th VU. This assumption is more questionable when performing a control of VUs representing single frames.
Source model
The same parametric rate-utility model is used to describe the evolution of the utility U i(j) as a function of the rate R e i (j) used to encode the j-th VU of the i-th stream
The parameter vectors ai (j) ∈ A ⊂ R Na is time varying and program dependent. For all values of a belonging to the set of admissible parameters A, f (a, R) is assumed to be a continuous and strictly increasing function of R, with f (a, 0) = 0. The time variation of a i (j) is described by
where δai (j) represents the (uncontrolled) variations of the source characteristics.
The model (1) may represent the variation with then encoding rate of the SNR, the PSNR, the SSIM, or any strictly increasing quality metric. For Gaussian sources, (1) may be easily characterized when the utility is the PSNR in dB, see Example 1, but extends to video streams. For that purpose, the parameter vector a i (j) in (1) has to be estimated at server side, for each VU, using, e.g., encoding trials [22, 23] . 
and assuming that the utility is the PSNR, one gets U (j) = 10 log 10 255
with a
(1) (j) = 10 log 10
and a (2) (j) = 6T dB.s/bit.
Buffer model
As introduced in Section 2, the MANE contains dedicated buffers for each of the N encoded video streams. The evolution of the level in bits of the i-th buffer between time slot j and j + 1 is
where R t i (j) is the transmission rate for the i-th stream and R e i (j −1) is the encoding rate of the (j − 1)-th VU. R e i (j −1) is considered in (5) due to the time encoded packets require to reach the MANE. This paper controls the buffering delay instead of the buffering level in bits. In delay-sensitive applications, the buffering delay plays a more important role than the buffer level in bits. Since video programs are not encoded at the same rate, a similar buffer level in bits may correspond to very different buffering delays. Assume that h i(j) is the number of VUs in the i-th MANE buffer at time j. The buffering delay of the i-th stream at time j is τ i(j) = hi(j)T .
Assume that packets containing encoded VUs are segmented to allow a fine granularity of the draining rate. Then h i(j) is difficult to evaluate within the MANE using only information stored in packet headers. The buffering delay for the i-th buffer is then approximatively evaluated as
is the average encoding rate of the buffered VUs in buffer i at time j and · and · denote rounding towards −∞ and +∞. Since (6) still requires the availability of h i(j), we choose to estimate it as follows
where 0 < α < 1 is some tuning parameter. Then, one gets an estimate of the buffering delay τ i(j) using (7) τi
Rate controllers
A centralized transmission rate controller and N possibly decentralized encoding rate controllers are considered in the video delivery system described in Section 2. PI controllers are used to regulate the transmission rate. At time j, these controllers take as input all utilities U i (j − 1) of the previously encoded VUs, i = 1, . . . , N, that have reached the buffers in the MANE.
PI controllers are also used to evaluate the encoding rate target of each program in order to regulate the buffering delay around τ 0. Each of these controllers takes as input the estimated buffering delayτ i(j) provided by (8) and the reference buffering delay τ 0.
All rates are evaluated with respect to R 0 = R c /N , the average encoding and transmission rate per stream, used if the N streams represent the same encoded video.
Transmission rate control
At time j, the available transmission rate R c is shared between video programs. The delayed utility information available at the MANE at time j for the i-th program is
and the discrepancy δU d i (j) with the average utility is
The
which is the i-th MANE buffer draining rate. In (11) , φi (j) is the cumulated utility discrepancy (used for the integral term) evaluated as
K t P and K t I are the proportional and integral correction gains. One may easily prove that
According to (11) , in a first approximation, more (less) rate is allocated to programs with a utility below (above) average.
Encoding rate control
At time j, the discrepancy δτi (j) betweenτi (j) and τ0 is
Buffers with positive δτ i (j) are filling faster than draining. The encoding/transcoding rate R e i (j) has thus to be decreased to limit the increase of the buffering delay. This part of the control process is very similar to back-pressure algorithms [24] .
Here, we choose again to evaluate R e i (j) as the output of a PI controller fed by δτ i (j)
where Π i (j) is the cumulated buffer delay discrepancy (used again for the integral term) evaluated as
K e P and K e I are the proportional and integral correction gains. According to (15) , in a first approximation, the encoding rate increases (decreases) when the buffer is below (above) the reference delay τ 0.
To account for the delayed utility available at the MANE, a state variable representing the delayed encoding rate is introduced
The sum of the encoding rates is not necessarily equal to R c . This allows to compensate for the variations of the video characteristics.
Combining (5), (11) , and (15), one sees that buffers corresponding to programs producing video with lower utility than the average utility are drained faster. As a consequence, the encoding rate allowed to encode the next VU of such programs is increased.
State-space representation
To describe the evolution with time of the video delivery system, one has to take into account (1), (2), (7), (11), (12), (15) , (16) , and (17) . One gets the following discrete-time nonlinear state-space representation
− τ0
where all boldface letters are vectors, for example B (j) = (B 1 (j) .
. . BN (j))
T and a (j) = a
is component by component, as well as the difference between a scalar and a vector.
EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY
The steady-state behavior of the video delivery system described by (18) is studied first. Due to the coupling between controllers induced by the constraint that the discrepancy between the average utility and the utility of each program has to be as small as possible, the stability of the whole system has to be studied. This is performed by linearising (18) around its equilibrium.
Equilibrium analysis
The system described by (18) reaches an equilibrium when all terms on the left of (18) do not change with time. This leads to the following system of (6 + N a) N equations with (6 + N a) N unknowns (a eq is assumed to be properly estimated in steady state)
The third equation in (19) imposes that U eq 1
eq . All programs have thus the same utility at equilibrium. One hasR e,eq = R eq and B eq = τ0R eq , which leads to B eq i /R eq i = τi (j) = τ0, i = 1, . . . , N meaning that at equilibrium, the buffering delay is equal to τ 0 for all streams.
Since f is strictly increasing in R, the rate at equilibrium as a function of U eq is
with f
−1
R is the inverse of f seen as a function of R only. The value of U eq is determined from the channel rate constraint
Since f (a, R) is continuous and strictly increasing in R, f
R (ai, U) are also continuous and strictly increasing functions of U , with
admits a single solution. Then, Π eq and φ eq are deduced from (19) and (20) , provided that K e I = 0 and K t I = 0. The equilibrium is thus unique and the two control loops lead to a satisfaction of the targets introduced in Section 2.
Stability
The stability analysis of (18) is performed considering its linearization around the equilibrium obtained from (19)
is a diagonal matrix containing the inverse of the encoding rates at equilibrium. The state vector of the linearized system is
I and 0 are the identity and null matrix of appropriate size. One then gets from (22) the linear discrete-time state equation
where
, and the perturbation
The stability of the system described by (18) is determined by the location of the roots of det (zI − A) with respect to the unit circle. After some derivations, one obtains
with
and
depend on the parameters of the two PI controllers. The N (2 + Na) zeros at z = 1 of (28) correspond to the evolution of the source parameters and to the integral terms. The evaluation of det F in (28) may only be done numerically. However, (28) may be simplified assuming that all programs have the same characteristics, which leads to Γ = γI and
One has thus to study the location of the zeros of K(z) + D (z), which allow to predict whether a given choice of K t P , K t I , K e P , and K e I leads to a stable or to an unstable system, and help to predict the transient evolution of the system.
APPLICATION CONTEXT
A typical application scenario for the proposed rate control system is the Mobile TV service delivery using the evolved MBMS standard [25] . Here, we briefly describe the functional architecture of the multiplexing functions. Detailed implementation issues are not addressed.
MBMS is a point-to-multipoint interface specification for 3GPP cellular networks, which is designed to provide efficient delivery of broadcast and multicast services. For broadcast transmission, a single frequency network configuration is introduced in 3GPP LTE specifications which enables a time synchronization between a set of eNBs (base stations) using the same resource block.
The MBMS architecture is composed of three main entities: BM-SC, MBMS-GW and MCE. The Multicast/Broadcast Service Center (BM-SC) is a node that serves as an entry point for the content providers delivering the video sources, used for service announcements, session management. The MANE, considered in the paper in charge of choosing the encoding and the transmission rates, may be located in the BM-SC node. The MBMS-Gateway (GW) is an entity responsible for distributing the traffic across the different eNBs belonging to the same broadcast area. It ensures that the same content is sent from all the eNBs by Table 1 : Average rate and corresponding PSNR of the four considered video streams using IP Multicast. The Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE) is a logical entity, responsible for allocation of time and frequency resources for multi-cell MBMS transmission. As in [26] , we assume that the MBMS-GW periodically notifies the MCE about the resource requirements of video streams so that the resources at eNBs can be re-allocated accordingly. Therefore, the BM-SC should ensure that the encoding rate of the multiplex does not violate the already allocated resources. This is obtained thanks to the proposed rate control scheme.
SIMULATION RESULTS
This section considers a typical application context presented in Section 5 concerning mobile TV service delivery over evolved MBMS standard. N = 4 video streams, each of 100 s long, extracted from real TV programs: News (Prog 1), Sport (Prog 2), Big Buck Bunny (Prog 3), and Nature Documentary (Prog 4) in 4CIF (704 × 576) format are encoded with x.264 [27] at a frame rate of F = 30 frames/s. GoPs of 15 frames are considered, thus the GoP duration is T = 0.5 s. The videos are already encoded using MPEG-4 and then they have been converted to YUV format using ffmpeg [28] . The four videos are then processed with the proposed control system. The control is performed at the GoP level. A summary of the video characteristics is provided in Table 1 .
Initially, all buffers contain two encoded GoPs corresponding to a buffer delay of 1 s. The reference delay is taken as τ 0 = 2 s. The encoding/transcoding rate (15) is sent to the video encoders which have to choose the encoding parameters for the VU. In this simulation part, the video quality is measured using the PSNR or the SSIM associated to the encoded VUs. This quality metric is transmitted to the MANE in the packet headers. Note that the utility model (1) is only required to characterize the stability of the system and to tune the control parameters. Once the parameters have been chosen, there is no need to know precisely the model (1).
Constant channel rate and number of users
Here, the four video programs are encoded and transmitted: News (Prog 1), Sport (Prog 2), Cartoon (Prog 3), and Documentary (Prog 4). A constant channel rate R c = 3.5 Mbit/s is considered. The maximum buffer size is B max = 4 Mbits. The proposed quality fair (QF) video delivery system is compared to a classical scheme which provide equal transmission rate to the N video streams. This scheme controls the encoding rate as in (15) to limit the buffering delay, this solution is called transmission rate fair (TRF) video delivery system.
In order to choose the parameters of all PI controllers and to characterize the stability region, as in [29, 30] a linear PSNR-Rate model is considered so that (31) where Pi(j) is the PSNR of program i at time j and the element of the vector a i (j) are derived using some encoding trials for the N considered programs. Using f , one can derive the system equilibrium and the stability of the control system. Parameters of the two PI controllers are set in such a way that the roots of det (zI − A) = 0 are within the unit circle. Among the values of the parameters leading to a stable system, one may choose the values that provides good performance in terms of both buffering delay and PSNR discrepancy and variance. Good transient behaviors have been obtained with K The tuning parameter α used to estimate the buffering delay has been set to α = 0.7 corresponding to the least mean squared error between the real buffer delay τ and the estimated buffer delayτ . Table 2 represents MSE(τ , τ ) as a function of α. The x264 video encoder is used to en- code on-line the different programs according to the target rate constraint derived by the individual encoding rate controllers. Thus, the rate control function in each video encoder is activated. A two pass control process in the rate control is performed to better fit the target bit rate and reduce the rate discrepancies. However, the obtained rate may be slightly different from that required by the MANE which may introduce some oscillations. The system performance is measured in terms of average discrepancy Δ τ (in s) of the buffering delay with respect to τ 0, variance of the buffer delay σ 2 τ (in s
2 ), PSNR discrepancy Δ P (in dB), and PSNR variance σ 2 P (in dB 2 ), defined by
where M is the number of GoPs in the video streams. In Figure 4 , one can see that the proposed QF solution provides a significant reduction of the PSNR discrepancy between the four programs compared to the TRF solution. The QF solution reduces the mean PSNR discrepancy to Δ P SNR = 2.2 dB compared to ΔPSNR = 4.15 dB using the TRF solution.
Results are summarized in Table 3 in three cases: (i) Only P controllers are used (P, P), (ii) P controller is used for the transmission rate control and PI controller for the encoding rate control (P, PI), and (iii) PI controllers are used (PI, PI). The PI controller in the encoder rate control loops significantly decreases the discrepancy of the buffering delay Δ τ compared to a situation where only P controllers are used, without disturbing the behavior of the PSNR regulation. In addition, using PI controllers for the transmission rate control loop reduces the PSNR discrepancy between the programs at the price of some increase of the buffer delay discrepancy and variance.
One can also notice that the average PSNR of Prog 2, Table 3 : Performance when using (P, P), (P, PI), and (PI, PI) controllers in the proposed QF video delivery system. characterized by high activity level, is improved from 32 dB to 37 dB which corresponds to a significant improvement of the subjective video quality. This improvement is at the expense of PSNR degradation of Prog 1, characterized by low activity level. The average PSNR of Prog 1 decreases from 47 dB to 42 dB which still correspond to a very good quality. On the other hand, the discrepancy between the buffering delay and τ 0 remains limited for most of the time. The buffering delay variations are due to the interactions of both control loops (encoding rate) and (transmission rate) using two PI controllers. When only the encoding rate is controlled, corresponding to the TRF solution, the buffering delay reaches rapidly τ 0.
Robustness of the control system
In this section, we analyze the robustness of the proposed control system while considering variations of the channel rate, of the number of video programs, as well as an other utility metric.
Variation of the channel rate and the number of video programs
First, the rate of the channel is varying between R c = 3.5 Mbits/s and R c = 4.5 Mbits/s, see Figure 5 (left). Second, the number of multiplexed video programs is varying with time. This scenario corresponds to a change in the number of users. When a new video program is added to the multiplex, it has no bit rate allocated by the MANE to it (since at time j the controller derives the encoding rate for time j + 1). Thus, we choose to set the encoding rate at that time is R c /N . In Figure 5 (right), Prog 4 is not transmitted between GoP 35 and 65.
When the channel rate increases or when a video program is no more transmitted, the bandwidth allocation adapts rapidly to this change by allocating more rate to programs with low video quality (here Prog 2). When the channel rate decreases or when a new video program is added transmitted, the bandwidth allocation performs well, showing the robustness of the proposed control system to variations of the channel rate and the number of transmitted video programs.
SSIM fairness
Here the quality fairness is addressed using the SSIM metric. In order to choose the parameters of all PI controllers and to characterize the stability region, a linear SSIM-Rate model is considered as in [31] Figure 6: System performance using PI controllers while multiplexing four video programs using the proposed QF solution when fairness in SSIM is considered for both constant and variable channel rates.
off function between the rate and the video quality metric.
Other test with subjective video quality fairness can be performed while using QoE-Rate model such as those in [32] . In this case, given the QoE-Rate trade off function, the equilibrium and the stability of the system can be characterized.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we propose a control system for the encoding and the transmission of multiple video streams targeting similar video quality between streams as well as efficient buffering delay control. The control system is modeled with a discrete-time non-linear state-space representation.
PI controllers for both the transmission rate control and the encoding rate control are considered. Simulation tests show that the quality fairness (measured with PSNR or SSIM) is improved compared to a solution providing a fair transmission rate allocation. Moreover, the jitter of the buffering delay remains reasonable.
This control system can be performed on scalable video sources. The same buffer and rate control system can be used to determine the optimal encoding rate for each video server. Only the rate control algorithm has to be adapted to fit the target bit rate. This can be done by adjusting the number of scalable layers. The main difficulty comes from the fact that not all rate points may be reached in a continuous way (this would require very fine grain scalability).
Control at the frame level should be considered, however this would require to much better model the packet delivery delays between the MANE and the encoders.
